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News:
Higher education budget
cuts

•

•

Racial profiling

■

Event will focus on
educating students on
Sikh culture
"Vaisakhi," the Sikh New
Year, will be celebrated on
Tues., April 22, from 4:30
p.m. until 7:30 p.m. and will
be held in the Multipurpose
room of the Student Union.
The event is an exhibition of
the Northern Indians and
aims to educate students on
the history of Sikhism.
■

WSU business stu
dents get national recog
nition

The Society for Advance
ment of Management held a
national conference in Orlan
do, Flor. this past weekend.
Two faculty members from
the WSU College of Business
made presentations dis
cussing business ethics and
employment discrimination.
In addition, a business case
competition was held and
the graduate student team .
placed first nationally in
th ir division and the under
graduate tudents r_ece~v~~
second place in their d1V1s10n
out of 30 participating uni
versities.
■

ACS president speaks
atWSU
Dr. Elsa Reichmanis,
American Chemical Society
President, visited WSU on

April 15. The College of Sci
ence and Mathematics spon
sored the special lecture that
explored the many opportu
nities available to chemistry
majors. She has been hon
ored with the George W.
Arents Pioneer Medal from
Syracuse University and the
Perkin Medal, both in 2001.
She also received the ACS
Award in Applied Polymer
Science in 1999 and the
Japan Photopolymer Science
and Technology Award in
1998. Her professional affili
ations include the American
Association for the Advance
ment of Science, Materials
Research Society, National
Academy of Engineering and
Society of Women Engineers.
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Tejdeep Singh and his cousin, Sameep Singh, prepare for "Vaisakhi:" the Sikh New .
Year, which will be celebrated on Tues., April 22, from 4:30 p.m. until 7:30 p.m. held in
the Multipurpose room of the Student Union. The exhibition is to educate students on
history and the culture of Sikhism.

■

WSU to host discus
sion on science, religion
and yoga
The Departments of
Physics, Psychology, Religion
and Philosophy will host a
presentation by Jaggi
Vasudev on April 22, at 3
p.m., in room El 56 of th~
Student Union. Vasudev 1s
from South India and is a
master of the art and science
of yoga. His presentation will
discuss the experimental
dimension of the ancient
practice that questions and
investigates the limits of dis
ciplines and belief systems.

Arson/Related offenses
April 9: A broken mirror was
reported regarding a car
parked in lot 20.
April J1: A report of criminal
damaging to a vehicle was
recorded in Forest Lane.

Assault
April 8: Non-aggravated
assault was reported when a
resident of College Park
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FAIRBORN

Fairborn Tires & Battery
31 S. Broad St.
878-3612

April 10: Menacing was
reported when a visitor
became upset she was told
she was unable to park in lot
6.

Drug offenses
April 13: A criminal citation
for drug abuse was issued in
Hamilton Hall when marijua
na and drug paraphernalia
were confiscated from a
room in Hamilton Hall.
Investigation
April 11: Money was report
ed stolen from McLin Gym in
the Nutter Center.
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slapped her roommate in the
face.

Change oil, top off all fluids under the hood, replace
wiper blades, co~plete 4 tire rotation, check ti~es &
pressures, exam1~e brakes, exha~st, suspension,
lights, and a free Jug of washer fluid! Most cars and
light trucks. Offer ends 4/30/03
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2276 GRANGE HALL RD.
426-9003

Larceny/Theft
April 10: A coat, hospital
scrubs and shoes were
reported stolen from a locker
in the men's general locker
room in the Student Union.
April 11: A purse was report
ed stolen from the fourth
floor of Millet Hall.

Public Peace offenses
April 12: Telephone harass
ment was reported in Jacob
•
Hall.
Records
April 11: A juvenile was
reported lost.
Theft/Fraud
April 10: A past investigation
of an allegation of Family
Medical Leave Act fraud
reported by Human
Resources was closed.
Traffic
April 10: A citation for fail
ure to control a vehicle was
issued when a car struck a
stop sign and light pole on
Loop Road, near the Creative
Arts Center.
April 12: A citation for fail
ure to obey a traffic control
device and non-compliance
with suspension was issued
when a driver failed to stop
at a stop sign on University
Boulevard.
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News
Higher education budget

•

•

•
Ill

danger of cuts

Elimination of similar programs at colleges may streamline costs
Ty Swonger
Staff Writer

The $48.5 billion, two
year proposed state budget
moves to the Senate for con
sideration following the
approval of the Ohio House
by a vote of 53-46 last week.
In the proposed budget,
higher education would
receive approximately $150
million less per year than
Gov. Bob Taft's request and
contains language that would
give way to consolidation of
certain higher education pro
grams in order to homoge
nize transfer policy.
According to the lan
guage of the legislation, the
possible consolidation could
lead to the elimination of
certain programs at higher
education institutions in
order to reduce duplicate
programs at universities
around Ohio.
The concept of consoli
dation is not new. During the
1990s, a review of doctoral
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Chuck Calvert, chair of
Finance and Appropria
tions Committee
programs, conducted by the
Ohio Board of Regents,
resulted in the elimination of
state funds to many of these
programs. Programs at WSU
were omitted from the con
solidation due to its relative
ly small number of specific
programs, which were rele
vant to the region.
Although the possibility
for program elimination at

WSU could become real, in
light of the language of the
current budget bill, it would
rely heavily on how the
_ review of the programs are
conducted, said Vice Presi
dent for Business and Fiscal
Affairs Matthew Filipic.
"I am concerned that
'duplication' would be the
criterion used to determine
whether a program ought to
be eliminated," he said. "By
that criterion, a program that
was meeting important stu
dent, community and univer
sity needs might be eliminat
ed simply because an apparently similar program existed
somewhere else."
Legislators are attempt
ing to obtain clarification in
transfer policy among public
universities and colleges in
Ohio, said WSU's Assistant
Vice President of Public
Affairs Robert Hickey.
From Hickey's observa
tions of the bill, he believes
that legislators are attempt
ing to relieve some of the

"If a lot of good pro
grams are ertminated, it
could mean that stu
dents who change their
focus may have to trans
fer to a new university or
college where before
they could have simply
transferred to a new pro
gram within the
university."
-Dale Miller,
House Finance and
Appropriations
Committee
frustration of students who
are studying at community
colleges only to have their
credit unable to transfer to
other higher education insti
tutions in Ohio.
"No one has decided that
this is going to happen yet,"
he said. "However, I think
legislators are pretty intent
on having it studied more
closely than in recent years."
This intensified focus on
elimination of duplicated

programs has been cause for
concern among a number of
legislators, who feel consoli
dation is the wrong way to
go about higher education in
Ohio and will cause more
frustration for students who
decide to change majors.
Among the wary is Dale
Miller, who is a member on
the House Finance and
Appropriations Committee
and the Subcommittee on
Higher Education. "If a lot of
good programs are eliminat
ed, it could mean that stu
dents who change their focus
may have to transfer to a
new university or college
where before they could have
simply transferred to a new
program within the universi
ty," said Miller.
"Ohio is in the bottom
ten states in support for
higher education and in the
top ten states in tuition cost,
and the information age is
passing us by," he said.
"What are we going to do
about it?"

•
WSU names student employee of the year out of 21 nominees
Dan Brock
News Editor

•

WSU student, Elizabeth
Wimmers, was recently
named the universities stu
dent employee of the year.
She was recognized at a
reception April 14, in the
CaTS atrium.
The award is part of the
National Student Employ
ment Associations (NSEA)
National Student Employ
ment Week. After the partici
pating colleges select their
winner, that student has the
opportunity to compete at
the state, regional and
national level.
Twenty-one nominees for
the award were ranked in
five different areas: reliabili
ty, quality of work, initiative,
professionalism and unique
ness of contribution. The
nominees were evaluated by
a committee of three mem
bers of the WSU faculty and
staff.
"Elizabeth emerged as
the high scorer based on the
nominating employer's thor
ough description of Eliza
beth's duties and execution

"Elizabeth emerged as
the high scorer based
on tfle nominating
employer's thorough
description of Elizabeth's
duties and execution of
them."
-Stephanie Dickey,
member of the
evaluation committee
of them," said St~phanie
Dickey, member of the evalu
ation committee.
Elizabeth works as a sen
ior student technician in
CaTS. She is responsible for
scanning confidential data
for exams, evaluations and
surveys. She also assists
clients and enters financial
data for the Controllers
office.
"Elizabeth is an excellent
worker for CaTS. She is kind,
courteous and helpful." said
Mendy Beverly, Wimmers'
supervisor. "She takes her
work very serious and strives
to do a great job, no matter
what she is working on."
Wimmers was honored
for the recognition but she is

Elizabeth Wimmers, a student technician at CaTS,
won the 2003 Student Employee of the Year award.
Twenty other students were also nominated.
also humbled. "I can't even
explain how good it makes
me feel to be recognized for
working so hard but it also
brings some fears- What if I
mess up? I don't think I'm
better anyone else. I'm just
another student trying to pay
my way through college,"

said Wimmers.
Wimmers sights interac
tions with co-workers and
supervisors as her favorite
aspects of the job. "It's just a
family situation no matter
how you look at it," said
Wimmers.
Along with being named

Nominees for
2003 Student
Employee of the
Year:
Leslie Bergman
Vicky Burden
Julia Cecil
Susan Coutee
Jan Eckstein
Melissa Follis
Bethany Geitgey
Jill K. Hoefler
David Jones
Beth Anne Kaiser
Jesse Maleszewski
Anthony Marcum
Catherine M. Niekamp
Michelle Puthoff
Elizabeth A.
Schroeder
Xiaohui Shen
Shervon R. Solomon
Mary D. Szczepanik
Brandie Tackett
Robert R. Warnecke
Elizabeth L. Wimmers
the student employee of the
year, Wimmers received a
gold WSU watch, a $100 sav
ings bond and a certificate
from the NSEA.
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•
ents hit campus
requirem
New general education
Requirements include reduction of total credit hours and inclusion of college component
Valerie Lough
Staff Writer
Beginning fall quarter
2003, changes to WSU's gen
eral education requirements
will be instituted.
David Orenstein, co-chair
of the General Education
Implementation Committee,
said the major changes are
the reduction in the number
of total required credit hours
from 57 to 56, the shift from
three credit-hour courses to
four credit-hour courses and
the inclusion of a college
component.
Orenstein said while the
changes do not become
effective until the fall, the
benefits extend to new and
continuing students. "We
have made it very simple to

Changes At A Glance

"People are going to
work harder for their
gen-eds, because right
now it's a joke."
-Melisha Weaver,
senior
do," said Orenstein. "Stu
dents may now take four
classes for a total of 16 cred
its instead of five or six."
Announcement of the
changes was met with
approval among some stu
dents. "I think it will keep
more students here," said
Jena Hartley, a junior.
"I took my (gen-eds) at
Sinclair," Hartley said.
Other students said the
new requirements have dis-

New

Old

David Orenstein, co-chair
of the General Education
Implementation Committee
rupted their carefully
mapped academic future.
"I've changed all my plans on
how I'm going to complete
school. I think it was a bad
idea," said Trinh Pham, a
freshman.
Orenstein said the path
to changes in the gen-ed
requirements has been long.
The initial proposal came
before the Faculty Senate
some years ago. Next, modi
fications to the proposal
were made by individual col
leges before being sent back
to the Faculty Senate for
approval.
Following that, explained
Orenstein, was approval of
the changes by the adminis
tration. Once administration
approved them, there was
formation of the General
Education Implementation
Committee, a body that
determined rules for the
changes. The GEIC deter
mined policies for develop
ment, rules for transfer stu-

Area 1:
Communication and
Mathematical Skills
11 Hours

Area 1:
Communication and
Mathematical Skills
12 Hours

Area 2:
The Western Experience
15 Hours

Area 2:
Cultural-Social Foundations
·a Hours Minimum

Area 3:
The Non-Western World
6 Hours

Area 3:
Human Behavior
8 Hours Minimum

Area 4:
Understanding the
Contemporary World
25 Hours

Area 4:
Human Expression
4 Hours Minimum

Additional Courses from 2, 3 & 4:
8 Hours
Area 5:
Natural Sciences
12 Hours
Area 6:
College Component
4 Hours

dents and rules for continu
ing students.
"As a whole, I think the
faculty put in a huge amount
of time in creating new
courses and modifying exist
ing ones," said Orenstein.
Some students said the
changes will encourage
greater interest in required
courses, more respect for
requirements, higher concern
for one's major and an over
all better performance.
"People are going to
work harder for their gen-

EMERALD LAKES APARTMENTS
Student Spectacular Saturday
Saturday, April 26 11 am until 4pm
• Less than 5 minutes from WSU
• 2 bedroom/ 2 bath apartments perfect
for roonvnates
• SUPER rent discount for students
• $99 deposit gets you an address for
the Fall
• water, trash and sewer paid
• gorgeous clubhouse with big screen tv,
billiard room, 24 hour cardio room,
resident activities
• free hotdogs, drinks and door prizes
• come early for the BEST deals
• Visit our virtual tour at aparbnentquide.com
and type ''Emerald lakes''

Royal Poitite 's

EMERALD LAKES

•

eds, because right now it's a
joke," said Melisha Weaver, a
senior. "Grades will improve,
too."
"Making it more specific
to your major is excellent,"
said Jonele Cunningham, a
senior, of the college compo
nent requirement. "(Students)
will actually be more con
nected."
Orenstein said require
ments for the writing inten
sive component remain
unchanged, but the number
of writing intensive courses
has increased and so has the
access to these courses by
students.
The introduction of a
college component to the
gen-ed requirement serves as
a necessary introduction to a
student's major, said Oren
stein. "Each college devel
oped courses to create a link
between general education
and the major," said Oren
stein. Orenstein was unsure
that the college component
could help a student deter
mine a major, and urged
undecided students to work
with academic advisors.

www.theguan11anon11ne.com
www.t11euuan11anonllne.com

Emerald Lakes Apartments
2688 Diamond Cut Drive
Beavercreek, OH 45431

Catch up on wsu news when
vou're awav from home...

( 937) 427-4061

www.t11euuan11anon11ne.com
www.t11euuan11anon11ne.com
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Public panel discussion on war
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Iraq

Criticism Of media coverage was one Of several topics discussed
Valerie Lough
Staff Writer
Political Science faculty
embers took part in a pub
lic panel discussion in the
Student Union Atrium to
address questions on the war
in Iraq.
Much of the discussion
focused on post-war Iraq,
though some on the panel
cautioned that the war is not
yet over in that country.
"Remember the war isn't
over yet," said Mark Sirkin.
"We have Tikrit that we have
to deal with-Saddam's
homeland, we have the oil
wells in Kirkuk and the pos
sibility of fires there and, in
the meantime, all the troops
have to keep fighting. There
aren't any police around to
stop the looting. That's going
to be a problem in the next
several days."
Donna Schlagheck, chair
of the Political Science
Department, is not convinced
that the American public has
been prepared for the U.S.
Agovernment's commitment to
. , ,oversee post-war Iraq
through 2010, or that U.S.
plans for democracy in Iraq
will be entirely successful.
"We have never engaged in
nation-building or recon
struction from scratch, par
ticularly in the complex and
ethnic mix we will be con
fronting in Iraq."
Liam Anderson, Political
Science professor, said the
creation of a Kurdish state
would contribute to stabiliza
tion 'i n the Middle East. "If
this is a 'moral' war, then we
need also to think about the
Kurds, who really have been
the whipping boys of the
Middle East for a century."
Byron Duvall of the
School of Medicine ques
tioned the creation of new
states. "Would it be possible
to get these groups together,
to live together without set
ting up individual states for
ach little cultural group, or
s
that truly a Western idea?
•
Should that even be a goal to
work toward?" Duvall said.
Also on the panel were
Jim Sayer, chair of the
Department of Communica
tions and Mohamed Al-Ham
dani, Opinions Editor for The

Guardian.

Al-Hamdani, a native
Iraqi, expressed concern that
rule by an iron fist in Iraq
may have to do with the eth
nic makeup in that country.
"As a people, Iraqis are not
united because there is noth
ing to unite us. We're a peo
ple of tribes, different sects
and different groups. There
is no one 'Iraqi' out there to
rule all of us. I think Saddam
Hussein is a product of that."
"Hasn't the United
Nations been pushed into the Dr. Sirkin, Dr. Sayer, Mohamed AI-Hamdani and Liam Anderson were among the
shadows lately?" asked Ben
panel of participants that recently discussed the war in Iraq.
Mack, a WSU student. "What
do you foresee as their role
tunately, have become cheer
in the future?"
the U.N. Security Council
leaders of the war effort. I
. Schlagheck explained
votes to do something, what
Panel Participants
don't like that. I think that's
that President Bush has said
they're really voting to do is
a very dangerous precedent,"
there is a role for the inter
to send the American sol
Department of Political
said Sayer.
national community in post
diers to do it. We are the mil
Science:
"This
is
the
first
pre
war Iraq, and it will indeed
itary force behind the U.N.,"
Dr. Donna Schlagheck,
emptive, undeclared and ille
be agencies of the United
said student Jason Moore,
chair
gal war," said Lou Renfrow, a
Nations that will most likely
and added that the Bush
Dr. Charles Funderburk
veteran of WWII. "The oil is
take the lead in the rebuild
administration sent a mes
Dr. Mark Sirkin
the
center
of
the
thing,
and
ing process. "I suspect that
sage to the U.N. by acting in
Dr. Liam Anderson
(the Bush administration)
the American public will
Iraq without a U.N. resolu
Dr. Jeffrey Dixon
wants to have a stranglehold
want as much burden-shar
tion.
on Germany and France and
ing as possible with the Unit
"That's just factually
the world, and they're going
ed Nations and with other
incorrect," said Schlagheck.
Department of
out for world domination."
non-governmental organiza
'"There was no U.N. resolu
Communications:
One student raised the
tions that work so closely
tion for Kosovo, Bosnia or
Dr. James Sayer, chair
question of the relationship
with the U.N."
.
for Somalia. Most troops
·
between
U.N.
resolutions
and
WSU student Erin
deployed are not American,
American military forces.
Reynolds raised concern
and because of the Cold War,
The Guardian:
"The fact remains that we
about the threat to Iraq
they never were."
Mohamed
AI-Hamdani
have been a puppet of the
posed by other countries in
U.N.
for
many
years.
When
the region. "Pakistan has
long supported terrorist acts
throughout the area and has
done it pretty openly," she
said.
"For the first two weeks
·oruu
of the war, everyone but Fox
Get fit. Get paid.
News was saying that we got
For part-time Package Handlers at FedEx Ground,
ourselves in something that
it's like a paid workout. The work's demanding,
we weren't sure we could
but the rewards are big. Come join our team,
deal with, and now within
get a weekly paycheck, tuition assistance and break
the last week, I keep hearing
a sweat with the nation's package delivery leader.
that we're doing a good job,
we're winning the war. It has
PART-TIME PACKAGE HANDLERS
Qualified Candidates apply in person at:
me thinking that Fox News
FedEx Ground
Qualifications:
was right the whole time,"
7920 Center Point 70 Blvd.
• 18 years or older
Huber Heights, OH 45424
said Ryan Gutman.
• Must be able to lift 50 lbs.
Sayer said Fox News, like
• Ability to load, unload, and sort packages
Women and Minorities are encouraged to apply.
• Part-time, 5-day week
other television media, has
EOE/A_A
• $8.50-9.00/hr. to start, scheduled raises
Fedex.com/us/careers
been striving for ratings. The
embedded journalists in the
Iraqi war have had their
objectivity compromised. "I
have been troubled, ever
since September 11, that a
lot of our national media
have basically vacated their
responsibility to qvestion
and to challenge and, unfor-

PLACE YOUR
LASS I FI ED AD IN THE GUARDIAN.
CAIL:

775 - 5537

FecEx,

RECYCLE!

Share The
Guardian
with a
friend
today.
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Students speak out against drug legislation
Ty Swonger
Staff Writer
Thousands of students
across the country and mem
bers of Congress in Washing
ton D.C., participated in the
Day of Action on the Higher
Education Act Drug Provision
late last week.
Organized by Students
for Sensible Drug Policy
(SSDP), the day of action was
aimed at protesting a 1998
revision of the Higher Educa
tion Act, which denies feder
al financial aid to students
convicted of drug convic
tions on their Free Applica
tion for Federal Student Aid

{FAFSA) forms.
Students from approxi
mately 100 college campuses
held teach-ins and protests
intended to pressure univer
sity administrators to take
action in repealing the drug
revision.
Members of the United
States House of Representa
tives along with leaders of
national organizations held a
press conference at the U.S.
Capitol Building in protest of
the 1998 revision.
"Higher education
should be a gateway for a
better future for our citizens,
for ·communities and all

Americans," said Presidential
candidate and Ohio Repre
sentative, Dennis Kucinich.
"The Higher Education Act
Drug Provision is destructive
to our children and our
future."
The law discriminates
against lower income stu
dents, who need the federal
aid to attend higher educa
tion institutions, said Rep.
Barney Frank, D-MA, sponsor
of H.R. 685, which would
effectively repeal the drug
revision.
"Students with drug con
victions whose families can
afford to send them to col
lege without federal help
aren't affected by the law,"
said Frank. "While I don't
condone illegal drug use, I
disagree with the idea of
using the federal financial
aid system to punish people

"The Higher Education
Act Drug Provision is
destructive to our chil
dren and our future."
-Ohio Representative,
Dennis Kµcinich
who have been convicted of
relatively minor drug convic
tions."
April Bizzell, a first year
mass communication major
agrees with Rep. Frank. "It is
unjust because people make
mistakes, this is like they are
damned before they ever get
started," she said.
According to the SSDP,
an estimated 95,000 stu
dents have been denied fed
eral financial aid since the
revision was introduced.
However, an accurate figure

is unobtainable due to the
unknown number of students that remain uncounted
for because past convictions
have made them ineligible,
therefore deterring those
students from even applying,
said Darrel Rodgers, national.
outreach coordinator for
SSDP.
"If this is what the legis
lators behind the amend
ment consider a victory, I
would hate to see what they
consider a defeat," said
Rodgers.
However, students like
Matt Reed, a physical educa
tion major feel that the law
presents a clear ultimatum.
"Last time I checked q.rugs
were illegal," said Reed. "You
either quit doing drugs if ·
you want federal aid; or just
don't go to school and do
drugs."

As an en gi neer in
the U.S. Air Force,

there's no telling
what you'll work on.
(Seriously, we can't tell you.)

Uni ed

States

Air

Force

applied

technology is years ahead of what

you 'll to uch in the private sector. and
as a new engineer you ·u likely be

involved at the ground level of new and
sometimes classified developments.

You 'll b~gin leading and managing
within this highly respected group
from day one.· Find out_what's waiting
behind the scenes for you in the
Air. Force today. To request more
information, call 1- 800 - 423 - USAF

or log on to airforce.com.
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1he Raj Soin College of Business is Raising; the Bar
on Business Education
/

nderstanding business
principles is not enough to
succeed in today's complex
global marketplace. CEOs say they're
looking for much more- employees with a
global perspective, who demonstrate
analytical thinking, computer proficiency,
ethical decision-making and teamwork.

U

Through top quality corporate,
'alumni and student advisory
·boards, and other stakeholders,
we continually fine-tune our
\mderguaduate and graduate
programs to meet the changing
: needs of business. Wright State
'continues to lead the way. In fact,
'our underguaduate business programs
;and MBA program were first in

But our focus goes well beyone student
education. We also provide professional,
entrepreneurial and economic development
assistance to businesses and local
governments... to help our region prosper.

RAJ SOIN
College of Business

WRIGHT STATE
UNIVERSITY

U.S.AIR FORCE
CROSS INTO THE BLUE

the Miami Valley to be accredited by
M CSB International, the highest accrediting
body for business colleges in the U.S.
And our Master of Accountancy program is
the only one in the region accredited by
MCSB.

rrrAACSB

www.wright.edu/business
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WSU acc~pting research grant applications
Faculty and research staff members compete for $150,000 in funds
Jocelyn Hodson
Volunteer Writer

As part of the R~search
_hallenge Program at WSU,
fechnology Commercializa
tion Grants have been
designed to stimulate
researchers on campus.
In it's third year, the
Research Challenge Program
has been affected by state
mandated budget reductions.
This year, there is $150,000
to be awarded as compared
to $200,000 last year.
Faculty and research
staff members submit appli
cations to compete for these
funds. The application must
include a cover page, project
summary, intellectual prop
erty and budget summary.
"The Technology Com
mercialization Grants fund
the development of intangi
ble know-how or abilities,
ideas that can be used to
develop new processes,
material or resources to be
employed in business," said
William Sellers, director of
esearch and Sponsored Pro-

''The Technology Com
mercialization Grants
fund the development of
intangible know-how or
abilities, ideas that can
be used to develop new
processes, material or
resources to be
employed in business."
-William Sellers,
director of Research and
Sponsored Programs
grams. Sellers also described
the program as a means to
"stimulate economic develop
ment."
Dan Krane, associate
professor of Biological Sci
ences, was a winner of one
of the Technology Commer
cialization Grants in 2001.
With the funds he was
awarded he was able to
found Forensic Bio Informat
ics. This company, celebrat
ing its one-year anniversary,
has created new jobs thus
increasing economic develop
ment.
Applications are
reviewed by Dr. Jay Thomas,
associate provost for

Last Year's Winners
KayC. WickBusiness Plan for Commercialization of an Abrasivity Tester

Sharmila M. MukhopadhyayCommercial Surface Engineering of Complex Solids

Roger K. GilpinDevelopment and Marketing of Improved
Biohazard Measurement

Wayne W. Carmichael
Commercialization of Detection, Prevention
and Remediation of Technologies

Thomas L. BrownBeta 11-Spectrin as a
Diagnostic Indicator of Sjogren's syndrome
Marianna Morris
Toxicogenomics-Development of a Toxicity
Recognition System

Place your
classified ad in The
.·Guardian today.·-

775-5537

research, as well as several
WSU deans and a panel of
outside reviewers.
Applications are judged
based on a set of criterion:
Overall quality of research30 percent, potential for
commercial success-20 per
cent, appropriateness of the
work scope to project objec-

tive-20 percent, clarity of the
project vision-20 percent and
consistency with the univer
sity mission- IO percent.
"We hope to let them
know in June," said Sellers,
regarding the announcement
of the winners.
Grants are not awarded
to fund basic research, and

applicants can request up to
$75,000. The selection com
mittee reserves the right to
allocate funds for specific
stages of research and can
award an amount less than
what is being requested.
The deadline for the
Technology Commercializa
tion Grant applications is
May 15.
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At Plato's Closere we carry the best
in gently used brand name apparel
and accessories. We've got great
stuff
from
GAP,
J. CREW,
ABERCROMBIE & FITCH, GUESS,

CK, DR. MARTENS, LUCKY
BRAND, EXPRESS. AMERICAN
EAGLE» TOMMY HILFIGER, OLD
NAVY,
FUBU, ·
PHATFARM,
ICEBURG, POLO, and more - all
at unbelievable prices! At Plato's
Closet it's easy to save money and
look coot at he same time. Check
us out!

PLAT

'S

CLa,SET.

Brand Name Teen WearStore Hours: Monday thru Saturday ... 10 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Sunday • . oon to 5 p.m.

Shawn Langlois
CBS MarketWatch

The job market for
recent college graduates is as
brutal as it has been in two
decades, but industries
poised to capitalize on the
aging population and the
uncertainty facing the nation
still offer ample opportunity.
In a survey conducted by
the National Association of
Colleges and Employers,
companies expect to hire 3.6
percent fewer graduates than
they did a year earlier.
"It's going to be very
tough out there this year,"
said John Challenger, chief
executive of outplacement
firm Challenger, Gray &
Christmas. "There are lots of
rejection notices out there."
An estimated 1.3 million
college graduates are due to
hit the pavement this spring
in an attempt to join a U.S.
workforce that numbers
about 135 million.
But with turnover rates
highest at entry-level posi
tions, the jobs are certainly
there, Challenger said. Know-

ing where to look is the key.
Here are the strongest
professions job experts say
are worth considering right
out of college:
Healthcare-Aging baby
boomers should provide
plenty of opportunity for
caregivers like pharmacists,
physical therapists, audiolo
gist, etc. There are currently
126,000 open nursing posi
tions, according to report by
HotJobs.com, while many
currently-employed nurses
are nearing retirement age.
Insurance-The greater
the uncertainty, the greater
the need for insurance.
Agents, adjusters,
researchers and many more
positions should stay in
demand. Average salaries
range from nearly $20,000
up to almost $85,000.
Biotechnology/Drugs
As baby boomers.move deep
er into their golden years,
the demand for prescriptions
drugs will pick up. Chal
lenger also expects opportu
nities to grow as more
money is dedicated to gene
research. Affymetrix and

Applera are examples of two
companies on the forefront
of genomics.
Financial services
Financial planners stand to
gain from investors looking
to forego their companysponsored 40 lk and take
•
control of their own savings.
Additionally, mortgage brokers should continue to cash
in on record low interest
rates and the nesting effect.
Education-Another sec
tor that stands to flourish as
more and more people pre
pare to exit the workforce.
'There are a lot of educators
approaching their retirement
dates," said Christopher
Jones, vice president of con
tent at HotJobs.com.
Energy-With the Iraq
and the Middle East in tur
moil, the need for alternative
energy sources has never
been more apparent. Not
only will there be an increas
ing demand for research and
development, but workers
will be needed in marketing,
sales, accounting, etc.
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With a little help from her parents,
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(Kristin is an economics major)
■

She OWNS her home - doesn't throw her money away on rent

■ She doesn't gamble for·a nevy place to live each year, or deal
with a sublease!

■ When she graduates, she can SELL her condo and use the prof
its to make a dent in those student loans.

Swimming pool, clubhouse, fitness center

Call 320-1150

Minutes from WSU!
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The Weekly Cross word Edited by Wayne Williams
ACROSS

1
5
9
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
22
24
26
27
29
34
35
37
38
40
42
43
46
49
50
52
54
55
56

•

61
64
65
67
68
69
70
71

72

73

Enemy of the Allies
On vacation
Brilliance
Breach of secrecy
Kilauea flow
Bakery lure
"__ Karenina"
Strait-laced
Lube again
U.S.-Mex.-Can. union
Three-time U.S.
Open winner
Admit
Coal scuttle
Visual blight
Awakening
Zombie ingredient
Punch
Electrical unit
Tamiroff of
"Topkapi"
Get 'em, Fido!
FDR's mother
Musical piece
Parking meter site
a, Jahn Undlii Wiiiid
Cat's wink
,._.Yartr_NV
Anglophile's subject
Mythic founder of
36
Muscle spasm
Rome
39
__ de mer
AAA advice
41
Museum managers
Pueblo block
44
Bull's-eyes
French absurdist
45
Room
opener?
playwright
47
Angler's need
Like dunce caps
48
Coll. hotshot
Actor Davis
51
Of
teeth
Racing pace
53
WWII menace
Domini
56
Theme of this puzzle
Lacks
57
Actor
Morales
Taj Mahal city
58
Aide to an exec.
Matador foe
59
Cloud's number?
Dark times,
60
Cogito __ sum
informally
Missing
Last Weeks
Clipped-off piece
DOWN

1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9

10
11

12
13

•

21
23

25
27
28
30
31
32
33

Actor Alda
"__ : Warrior Princess"
Bond creator
Michelle Kwan's
footwear
Mont Blanc, e.g.
Caution
Tel __-Jaffa
Piano maker
Noble's domain
Manitoba tribe
Di ing bird
In the center of
Statuesque
All-inclusive breadth
Director Ephron
Choler
Obliterate
Canadian territory
FedEx rival
Yoko' son
Chilean pianist
Abrupt transitions
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66 .

Calvary inscription
Henhouse
Make lace
Now available, a collection of
your favorite Sunday cross
word puzzles in a single vol
ume. Send $9.45 to THE
NEWSPAPER CROSSWORDS, P
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Make checks payable to Tri
bune Media Services.
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Opinions
Truth Be Told

Racial profiling hurts everyone •

Mohamed AI-Hamdani
Opinion Editor

Okay, so I got a little
silly last week, but it's time
to get serious again. Today I
want to discuss an issue that
hits close to home, racial
profiling. I know it might
not be the most interesting
thing to talk about, but it is
an issue that this nation has
faced for a long time, and
it's something we need to
deal with.
In one of many speech
es after the attack on the
World Trade Center and the
Pentagon, President Bush
pleaded to the public to
respect the rights of Mus-
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authority to conduct surveil
lance and wiretaps against
groups and individuals con
sidered a threat to national
security. The FBI, with the
full blessing of President
Lyndon Johnson, escalated
its illegal and super secret
counter-intelligence program
specifically designed to
harass, intimidate and neu
tralize Black mi!; ~ant groups.
President Uinton
upped the ante in 1995 with
his anti-terrorism act. It gave
the FBI greater power to
infiltrate groups, monitor
fundraising by foreigners,
monitor airline travel, seize
motel and hotel records and
trash due process by permit
ting the admission of secret
evidence to expel immi
grants. Civil rights and civil
liberties groups loudly
denounced the act as an

lims and Arab-Americans.
There were several problems
with his appeal. He made it
two days after the attack
and he sandwiched it
between his relentless prom
ises of massive retaliation
against presumed Arab ter
rorists. By then reports had
flooded in that Muslims, or
those thought to be Muslim,
had been harassed, taunted
and physically assaulted,
and that mosques and Islam
ic community centers in
some cities had been
attacked. Just as African
Americans and Latinos are
often unfairly targeted dur
ing the war on drugs, Arab
Americans have become the
victims of the new war on
terrorism.
The 1968 Civil Rights
Act gave police makers and
federal agencies broader
.
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-The Guardian encourages letters to
the editor and commentary pieces
from students, faculty, administra
tors and staff
. Letters should be typed, have the
writer's printed full name, address,
daytime phone, major and class
standing (if applicable)
. Deadline for submissions is 5 p.m.
on the Frida) preceeding th<' nc.: t
issue
•Letters should be kept to 500
words or less
-All letters are subject to editing
for space and content
. Letters which duplicate others
mar be omitted
. When responding to another let·
ter, refer to th• date and hcacllim•
. Quolt'S that cannot be confirmed
will not he us ·ct
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open license for the FBI and
federal agencies to assail the
rights and privacy of any
one, or group it deemed a
threat. But with public fren
zy and revulsion at a fever
pitch following the bombing
of the Oklahoma City federal
building in 1995, the anti
terrorism law sailed through
Congress. The big fear was
that Arab-Americans would
be the prime targets of the
new law. That fear has now
become a reality.
Unfortunately this is
only the start. Attorney Gen
eral John Ashcroft has
reneged on his pledge to
make the elimination of
racial profiling by law
enforcement agencies one of
his top priorities. Congress
could likely toy with the idea
•
of instituting national ID
cards, and it has already
abandoned proposed legislation aimed at eliminating
racial profiling by police
agencies, and approved large
budget increases for the FBI,
CIA and other federal agencies.
Congress also has
broadened the power of the
FBI and CIA to conduct sur
veillance operations, plant
wiretaps and make summary
detentions of suspects, all
under the disguise of esca
lating the war against terror
ism. The terror attack on the
World Trade Center and the
Pentagon was a tragedy for
Americans. If Muslims and
other ethnic and racial
minorities are profiled solely
because they belong to those
groups, this will only add to
the tragedy.

The war accordin to the media
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,Of f-c am pu s use of de bit IDs gro ws
Kimball Payne
Daily Press (Va.)

•

lar services. Parents like the
programs because they let
parents
give their children
(KRT)
money that can't be spent on
such things as booze. A few
Craving a late-night
retailers have protested that
snack, Joshua Barnard
the service fees are too high,
swung by the ?-Eleven on
but many others have joined
the way back to his dorm
waiting lists for the pro
room at Old Dominion Uni
grams, which bring about a
versity. With no credit cards
surge in student business.
or cash, the freshman from
Now private enterprise is
Yorktown, Va., merely
catching on to the merits of
swiped his university identi
the student-ID- as-cash-card
fication card and walked out trend and expanding
the
with Pringles and a Mountain programs further. Student
Dew.
Advantage Inc. operated a
Joining those at a growing program called SA Cash
at
number of colleges and uni
nearly 25 universities . But
versities, ODU students, fac
Blackboard Inc., a privately
ulty and staff can now make
held Washington online-edu
purchases at more than a
cation company, bought the
dozen off-campus locations
SA Cash service at all but
with debit accounts on their
three schools Feb. 3. Black
university IDs. The program
board, which now operates
was started last month as an on-campus card programs at
extension of ODU's long
more than 400 colleges and
standing Monarch Plus pro
universities , is looking to
gram. Before the expansion,
branch into the increasingly
students used their ID cards
popular off-campus markets.
to make purchases at vari
Many universities have set
ous campus locations,
up their own off-campus
including dining halls, vend
programs, but others are
ing machines and the book
turning to specialists such
store.
as Student Advantage and
It's wonderful because
now Blackboard to organize
you can buy things when
systems around their cam
you don't have cash," fresh
puses. Virginia's James Madi
man Karma Reid said. "And
son University and the Col
being a student, I don't like
lege of William and Mary are
to carry a lot of cash around among those across the
with me."
country operating successful
Colleges and universities
off-campus programs.
began developing these pro
It is a trend now, where
grams during the mid-1990s. students are expecting to
They were such a hit with
have this kind of off-campus
students that existing pro
access on their card for the
grams expanded and other
convenience ," said Ron
schools began to create simi- Pierce, executive director of

the National Association of
Campus Card Users.
ODU officials chose SA
Cash because "cashless"
transaction s are quick and
easy, and the program offers
students benefits over credit
and ATM cards, explained
Crissy Jambard, who man
ages ODU's card center. Stu
dents using SA Cash don't
pay setup or transaction fees
normally charged by banks,
and they avoid the debt
problems frequently associ
ated with credit cards and
debit-card overdrafts. Only
money deposited on the card
can be used to make pur
chases, so students can
never owe the program
money.
Although still recruiting
other businesses, the ODU
program now features 17
merchants around campus:
three ?-Elevens, two Subway
sandwich shops, a dry-clean
er, a hair salon, a printing
and copy store and nine
restaurants . To gauge inter
est in the program, officials
from the university or Stu
dent Advantage contacts
merchants around campus.
This recruiting continues
once the program is under
way, and other stores that
want to become involved can
contact university-c ard serv
ice centers.
We try to have a good
diversity of services, and the
ODU locations offer a good
mix," said Sarni Takieddine,
Student Advantage' s client
relationship manager. JMU
students can use their cards
at a local spa and even a tan-

Incr easi ng stud ent inte ract ion
Unsigned Editorial

We the guardian staff feel
that one of the main prob
lems that adds to student
apathy at Wright State Uni
versity is the location of the
Student Union. The Student
Union is located in no-mans
land, where only a portion of
the students comes to. Stu
dents on the main part of
campus are more inclined to
spend their time socializing
in various locations and tend
to interact with people who
have similar areas of study.

We believe that student
involvemen t would increase
if the Student Union was
moved to University Hall or
even Allyn. By moving the
Student Union to one of
those locations, the Student
Union will be closer to the
students. Most of our stu
dent body is commuter and
attend classes in Rike, Oel
man, Millet or Allyn hall. The
Student Union would become
more centrally located and
the hub of the campus,
which will increase diversity
and student interaction.

To accommoda te student
activities into a smaller build
ing like University Hall, we
can exclude administrat ion
offices from the new Student
Union. The administrati ve
office can occupy their cur
rent locations in the existing
Student Union.
Other options to increase
school spirit and decrease
apathy would be to add seats
in the quad. Student organi
zations can get in the mix
and attempt to put more pro
grams around the quad and
mall areas.

ning bed.
The SA Cash program
isn't free for merchants.
They pay a monthly leasing
fee for the university card
reader and a percentage on
every SA Cash transaction .
Student Advantage does not
disclose percentages because
rates are negotiated individ
ually with each merchant
and school. ODU's percent
age of the transaction fees,
which is also undisclosed ,
will be used to pay for the
programs' startup and main
tenance costs, university
officials said. While students
like not having to carry cash
and merchants enjoy the

jump in business, the pro
gram also gives parents a
safer way to help out.
Parents really like it
because, instead of sending
a check or putting money
into a bank account, they
can go online and add
money from home, and
know where that money is
going," ODU's Jambard said.
Parents can put credit on the
account and be sure that the
money is spent on food and
other necessities. That's
because products like alco
hol and tobacco can't be pur
chased using SA Cash,
regardless of the cardhold
er's age.

A few do not
spe ak for all
Jeff Estill

ally stated headline that
Wright
State supports affir
Business
mative
action,
I almost
Undergrad uate Student
laughed out loud when the
First of all, this article has number '11' appeared next.
Eleven students! .064 per
absolutely nothing to do
cent
of the student body
with the debate concerning
does something or says
affirmative action. It does
something and we all sup
have to do with the much
port
it? If myself and ten of
more cut and dry issue of
my
friends
adopt the prac
journalistic integrity.
tice
of
kicking
elderly people
Yesterday I was surprised
because we're mad about the
to read on the cover of The
Guardian that my school has national debt, does that
mean that Wright State and
taken an apparently official
stance in favor of affirmative all of its students and facul
ty support that? If using the
action and wondered why
logic
that resulted in last
there had not been an
week's
headline, it would
announcem ent on the stu
mean exactly that.
dent listserv or why my
Would the content of the
opinion as a student had
story
have changed at all if
never been consulted. Ques
the
headline
had read 'WSU
tions swarmed through my
STUDENTS
Support
Affirma
mind. How are such deci
tive Action?' I do not think
sions made? Is there a cam
that it would have.
pus wide poling system that
I'm not bothered by being
I was not aware of? Or does
able
to see the opinions of
the student governmen t
The Guardian staff practical
decide what we do or do not
ly written in red across the ·
support?
black
and white text. It's
Obviously this is all in
entertainme
nt and good
jest. I opened to the article
practice for reading pieces
thinking that it would be a
by authors who are more
story of perhaps a thousand
skillful at weaving news and
or so students doing some
opinion together, but when I
thing or other and The
start seeing statements
Guardian doing the rest to
informing me about what I
make it seem as if this was
do and do not support, I lose
truly a campus wide event.
the
ability to keep quiet.
After reading another factu-
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Batt les brew in the Nutt er Cent er

Jon Burns
Feature Writer
Gentlemen, prepare for bat
tle. Conflict is on the horizon.
It will be loud. It will be
exhausting. It will be one hell
of a party.
That's right, The Battle of
the Bands is blazing a trail
straight at Wright State. The
noise kicks off at 7:00 pm,
this Thurs., April 17, at the
Ervin J. Nutter Center, with
Ohio bands Hand of Karma,
Penitence, Faded Me and Ora
cle. It may prove to be one
viscous evening of ear-blow
ing, mind pounding metal.
The Nutter Center stage
will be host to a variety of dif
ferent sounds on this upcom
ing night, with everything
from hardcore rap-metal to
the sounds of heavy worship,
being mainlined directly to
the ears of audience mem
bers.
Headlining the extravagan
za will be Project 86, whose
hits on 103.9, such as Hollow,
and recent tour with Seven
dust have garnered them
quite a loyal following. Project
86 is comprised of singer
Andrew Schwab, drummer
Alex Albert, bassist Steven
Dail and Randy Torres, on gui
tar and keyboards. Schwab
says of their sound that
"there is intent behind all of
our music: to encourage peo
ple to think, to think for
themselves and to become
their own people." He contin
ues, claiming, "that diverse
opinions, especially in our cul
ture, are becoming a very for
eign thing"
Mary Tong, reviewer for
Campus Circle, sees Schwab's
words as "typically rebel
lious," but continues, "upon a
de >per look, you will find that
Project 86 is completely dedi
cated to their beliefs." Pro, ject's recently released Trulh-

Oracle

Hand of Karma

less Heroes, is a concept
album, devised in the fashion
of sit-com television. It was
recorded like a one-hour T.V.
drama, that tells the story of a
"Truthless Hero." It even has a
few commercials. Project 86
hits the stage following the
night's battle.
Kelly Hailey, drummer for
Faded Me, says "that God has
abundantly blessed me. One
of those blessings is being in
this band." Having professed
his faith for Christ at the early
age of 6, Hailey says that one
day it just hit him that he
needed God in his life, and
that he will never forget that
moment.
Along with Hailey, Faded
Me is singer Jason Wing, gui
tarists Mark Acker and Scott
Watkins, bassist JP Scott and
effects man Jeremy "]Lou"
Mix.
Vocalist Wing says "that he
does this because the mes
sage being delivered is far
more valuable that it's mes
senger." Like his band-mates,

Dan Jones, bass guitarist & vocals, Penitence

Wing has a solid faith in God,
and lets his lyrics deliver his
message of truth, love, for
giveness and hope.
Guitarist Mark Acker lis
tens to everything from Weez
er to the Deftones, and any
thing with a message of wor
ship. "This band keeps me on
focus," Acker says, "as God
has shown me so many things
with this band and the small
role that I play in it."
Along with his influence
from Stanley Clark, Jacob Pas
torious, Leland Sklar and Dirk
Lance, JP Scott claims his love
of listening to anyone play
bass. "I believe that you can
learn something from every
one, as that's what makes all
musicians unique." Scott cred
its his positive decision mak
ing to growing up in a good
Christian Home, and watching
his two older sisters accept
Christ.
The oldest member Faded
Me, guitarist Scott Watkins
loves certain things: his wife,
macaroni and 80's hair bands.
Six years ago he gave his life
to Christ "and has never been
the same." Watkins credits
God for the inspiration for
"his dreams, and everything
he does."
Among the ranks of Faded
Me is a Wright State student.
Jeremy "]Lou" Mix is an
industrial engineering major
at the University. Mix says
"that his faith became real to
him in high school, and con
siders it no higher honor that
to be in His service."
Faded Me will bring a

heavy-handed, hardcore
sound to the Nutter Center
stage that will be hard to
miss.
Penitence guitar player
John Carnahan compares his
band's music to that of the
Deftones, System of a Down
and Project 86. "But really,"
Carnahan asks, "what's in a
label?" Penitence is vocalist
Rob Goad, bassist Dan Jones,
drummer Justin Anderson,
and guitarist Carnahan. About
the group's music, Carnahan
says "that we write about real
situations and emotions, as
people need something to
relate to, especially with all of
the hate that exits in music
today." The guitarist contin
ues, stating that "words affect
people differently, and we
just want to leave people with
a light at the end of the tun
nel." Penitence's ten-song
album will be available
towards the end of May, or
beginning of June.
Another group you'll need
to check out on the 17th is
Hand of Karma, which is com
prised of Juan, Kenny and
Ben, members of the previous
band, Dryden Road. When
asked about the type of music
they play, the groups says
that, "out music is hard to
categorize, but if you could
call it anything, it would be
hardcore, rap-metal." New
members Bryan, AJ and Tim

Faded Me

have been with the group for
six months, and claim "that
we would love to play any
venue, just as long as we get
the opportunity to play."
Make sure not to miss these
guys on Thursday.
The evening's final band
will be Oracle. They complet
ed their first full-length
album, The Orange Couch,
while they were still in high
school. Oracle is vocalist
Richard Lodge, guitarist Kyle
Lichey, drummer Kevin
Brosch, bassist Brandon Etier
and lead guitarist Chuck Dar
ling. In the summer of 2002,
Oracle released its first full
album with its present line
up.
The show jumps to life at
7:00 this Thursday. The battle
will wind down with Project
86's performance around
11:00. For more information
on all of the bands, check out
their websites:
www.project86.com ,
www.oraclemusic.com,
www.penitencemus ic.com
and www.fadedme.com.
Tickets can be ordered
through the Nutter Center box
office, or through ticketmas
ter. For more information, call
the Wright State University's
Union Arts Board at 775-5500.
Students can pick up their
complimentary tickets at the
Student Union Box Office.
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You don't know jack
Justin Ling
Staff Writer

Spawned from the wildly
popular CDROM quiz game
show, You Don't Know Jack,
Tuesday brings together a
fathering of trivia crazed
Wright State students for the
first ever You Don't Know
Jack in the Student Union.
You Don't Know Jack is a
hysterical trivia computer
game where gibberish ques
tions are fair and belittlement
by the virtual host, Cookie, is
just a part of the fun. Accord
ing to the slogan, it is "the
game where pop culture and
high culture collide."
Atop the deviant selection
of questions and teenage cul
ture references, the game
tackles contestants with a
combination of money win
ning multiple choice riddles
and "Jack Attack" questions.
The engendering academic
quiz team who, as quiz team
president Amber Long noted,
is "using this event to be the
first interest event for the aca
demic quiz team" puts on the
tournaments. "We're just turn
ing our constitution in," says
a mg about the newl~ forming
~uiz team here at Wnght
State.

~

Amber Long is a senior
here at Wright State majoring
in business management. She
is in charge of the tournament
this week.
The tournament will
involve "a lot of the students
who came out for college
bowl because most of them
are members of the new aca
demic quiz team," adds Long.
The trivia fest will be run
in variations of the five addi
tions that Long has in her per
sonal possession. "We're hop
ing to do double elimination,
seven question rounds with
three people in each round.
Three people stand at a key
board and they each get a
button as a buzzer. There's
going to be a computer pro
jected onto a big screen."
Like Jeopardy, the first per
son to buzz in with his or her
button, gets a chance to
answer the question for a spe
cific amount of money. If the
question was answered incor
rectly, not only does the con
testant lose that same amount
of money, but will also be
taunted by the strangely rude
and comical host. "The host
makes fun of you if you get
the questions wrong," says
Long.
"Most of the questions are
multiple choice. Every game

Online Exclusive Offer for Graduating Students

Clams, Wings,
Shrimp and
Oyster Roasts

~
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE
APPLY WITHIN
WAITRESS, HOSTESS, AND KITCHEN POSITIONS

(937) 434-9464
(937) 434-0293Fax

ends in a 'Jack Attack,"'
explains Long. Obviously the
object is to make as much
money as possible, and the
contestant with the highest
amount of money at the end
of the round wins.
Of course there's no point
in having a tournament with
out the tantalization of the
coveted grand prize. For Tues
day's event, there is a 20th
Anniversary Trivial Pursuit
game for the first trivia cham
pion. Other top winners get to
choose from gift certificates.
"I put on the flyer 'first
annual' because I'm really
thinking this is going to be
pretty big," says a hopeful
Long. The fun begins at 6pm
in the Hearth Lounge in the
Student Union behind the
Wright Cafe and "will proba
bly go at least until at least
10pm.
Long expects the turnout
to be fairly large, and she
wants to establish the game
as an a_nnual event for the
team. "If it goes really well,
maybe it could be triannual."

453 Miamisburg-Centerville Rd.
Dayton, OH 45459

Did you
know

you're eligib 'e for

10,000 free
frequent flyer miles
from United Airlines
•
JUS

or gra

ati

·It's simple, easy and best of al, free!

gradzone

Visit www.theguardianonline.com/gradzone and click Free Frequent Flyer Miles.
We·11 tell you how to claim your free graduation gift.
note only g raduating students a re eligible
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Sandler gets roped into sollle serious
"anger 1Danage1Dent"
Krystle Barger
Features Editor

An unlikely pairing of
Adam Sandler and Jack
Nicholson makes for a some
times noticeable chemistry.
Sandler and Nicholson
come together for this film
after both receiving notice for
their work and Nicholson
receiving an Oscar nomination
for About Schmidt. Sandler's
Punch-Drunk Love caused a
stir as he broke the mold in a
dramatic performance.
Both actors have a unique
style, but as they are pum
meled together in the movie
their styles often seem to
clash. Nicholson seems too
harsh compared to Sandler's
more subdued character. The
quirky pair star as patient and
therapist, but at certain points
throughout the movie audi
ences are left wondering who
really needs the "anger man
agement."

Nicholson gives a stellar
performance that is uncharac
teristically fresh and funny.
Sandler, who seems to always
be an audience favorite, gives
a performance like the many
he has done before.
With a pair like Sandler and
Nicholson, the limelight gets
tossed back and forth faster
than audiences can track. It
first begins with Sandler as
Dave Buznik is ordered to
undergo anger management
as a result of a misunder
standing on an airplane. Here
is the first appearance and
power change. Buddy Rydell,
an unorthodox therapist,
begins Buznik in a small
group that proves to be more
than a little unusual.
After another mishap
Rydell lands at the door of
Buznik for emergency round
the-clock treatment. This is
where the real circus begins.
Rydell's treatment includes
getting the "anger monkeys"

You've Got News

~

off of Buznik's back by break
ing into song and confronting
past issues.
Anger Management con
tains a few hilarious moments
and many bizarre moments,
including a duet of I Feel Pret
ty sung by Sandler and
Nicholson. One of the films
better moments occurs when
Nicholson urges Sandler to
ask out an attractive woman,
played by Heather Graham,
even though Buznik had a
girlfriend who he wants to
marry. His first attempt fails
terribly and Sandler returns to
his therapist and at his sug
gestion goes back to Graham
and give a hilarious apology
that includes "I'm about to
explode in my pants." Sandler
seems ready to explode him
self as he says the line that
his therapist gave him.
Anger Management is sup
ported by a cast including
John Turturro and Luis Guz
man as two fellow "fury fight
ers."
The film is worthwhile if
audiences are fans of either
Sandler or Nicholson, other
wise the one liners and San
dler quips may be like taking
shots in the dark.

•

Adam Sandler from Anger Management
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Fight Club author's works analyzed
Jake Stanley
Assistant News Editor

•

•

Many people are familiar
with the film, Fight Club, a
movie released back in 1999
and directed by David Finch
er. Those who have seen the
movie have either developed
a love for it or a strong dis
liking, as the movie has
achieved cult status. The
same can be said about Fight
Club the novel. Yes, that's
right, it was based on a book
by author Chuck Palahniuk.
Palahniuk's Fight Club was
published in 1996, when it
qOietly gained a following
and surged with the release
of the film. Since Fight Club,
Palahniuk has had four more
novels published, including
the most recent, Lullaby,
released last fall. His works
have garnered more atten
tion and are now even being
taught in classrooms, such
as English classes at Edin
boro University in Pennsylva
nia, site of the Chuck Palah
niuk Projec;t: Postcards from
the Future.
Iri 2001, just after Palah
niuk's fourth novel, Choke,
was released, he gained
more attention and critical
claim and Choke became a
New York Times bestseller.
As part of an independent
study, Christian McKinney of
Edinboro presented an idea
to bring the author as part
of a speaker series back in
2001. Palahniuk accepted,
but suggested doing a three
day conference where fans
and critics could meet and
· discuss his works.

Author Chuck Palahniuk reads from his upcoming
book Fugitives & Refugees.
This past weekend the sec
ond Chuck Palahniuk confer
ence, "Postcards From the
Future" was held in honor of
Palahniuk at Edinboro Uni
versity. Once again, McKin
ney, now a graduate assis
tant, was instrumental in
bringing Palahniuk back and
organizing the event along
with past organizers Dr. Jan
Kinch, associate professor of
English and graduate assis
tant Tiffany Fantine.
"I have been working like a
slave of love.," said McKinney
on his ongoing efforts to
organize and prepare for a
conference so large that a
planning committee would
normally plan it. "The whole
world of designing some-

thing like this is very strange
and stressful," added McKin
ney.
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got something to write, I
don't worry about writing,"
said Palahniuk. He noted his
ability to speak and' tell a
story as a contributor to his
writing style and success
after novelist Tom Span
bauer told Palahniuk his
writing sucked during a
"Dangerous Writing" work
shop and suggested that he
adapt the way he spoke into
his writing.
By far the best part of the
entire event was listening to
Palahniuk speak in his pres
entation and during the
keynote luncheon, as well as
his readings from Lullaby
and a new non-fiction travel
book, entitled Fugitives and
Refugees, due out in July
that he describes as a collec
tion of "really remarkable
sort of crackpot passion" of
the people of Portland, Ore
gon.
For an in-depth look at
Chuck Palahniuk check in
next weeks issue for the full
interview.

Come in person or study online
LOOKING FORA
SUMMER JOB?
· WE NEED PEOPLE TO
PAINT AND CLEAN
STUDENT HOUSING

· FARN UP TO $3,000.00!!!!

,.

The conference came
together as a complete
unforgettable experience
that offered both a chance
to meet and interact with
other avid enthusiasts and
Palahniuk himself, as well as
an in-depth examination of
his works.
Students, faculty and
enthusiasts from all across
the U.S. gave presentations
on Palahniuk's works on top
ics ranging from the psy
chosis of characters to
philosophies dissected from
the works to comparing
characters in Fight Club to
those in The Bible.
Most of the presentations
were truly fascinating, and
even Palahniuk himself sat
in on many of them as an
observer.
Palahniuk dispensed advice
throughout his speeches
during the conference, and
suggested that young aspir
ing writers not worry about
forcing themselves to write
if it's not there. "Unless I've

Applications may be
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Longwave so un d gr as ps lis ten er s
Jon Burns

James. Patty Adams, of YM
magazine , says "Longwave's
diverse tastes and brooding,
diary-like lyrics create their
They're not heavy. They
original experimen tal pop
wont blow your ears out of
rock sound."
your head or make your eyes
Listening to Wake Me
bleed. But they will grasp
When It's Over, listeners get
hold of you, and they won't
a throwbac k glimpse of the
let go until the last note.
spacy, expanding sounds
Longwave is here and they're that transform ed ?O's rock
not leaving.
ers into ?O's sex icons. Rob
The new album from the
Sheffield, of Rolling Stone
boys from New York, The
Magazine, says that "the
Strangest Things will prove
furry-hea ded foursome are
to be one hot disc for 2003.
currently one of New York's
Sounds ranging from distort hottest live bands, refining a
ed vocals to airy, room-fill
guitar buzz that recalls clas
ing guitars will keep listen- . sic British shoegazin g bands
ers pinned to their stereos.
such as Slowdive or
Longwave is vocalist Steve Swervedriver, and especially
Schiltz, guitarist Shannon
U2."
Ferguson, bassist Dave
You like The Rolling
Marchese and drummer Mike Stones, you'll love Lovewave.
Staff Writer

It's a Whole New

Wireless World ·
@ Wright State Univers ity!
You can set yourself free and connect to the Campus Network and
the Internet all across campus. No more waiting for an open station
in the labs, just use your notebook computer. with a wireless network
card (802.11b) and connect at your convenience. It's never been
easier! Below is a list of coverage areas on campus:
The Hangar
Cyber Cafe
00SLX Hotspot
Library Annex Basement
Oelman 1st Floor Lounge
Rike 1st Common Area
Millett 1st and 2nd Floor
Russ Hall (most areas covered)
Fawcett Tunnel Study Area
Fawcett 1st Floor Lounge
Fordham library 1st Floor
CAC Box Office Hallway
Allyn Hall 2nd and 4th Floor
Student Union Atrium
Dunbar Library 2nd Floor
Dunbar Library 1st Group Study Room
University Hall 089 Nursing Student Lounge

Need help connecting? Check out our online documentation at:
http:/ /www.wrig ht.edu/ cats/docs/ docroom/ pc/wireless .html

The HotSpot
Visit the new Hotspot casual computing facilit in 008 Library Annex.
With relaxed seating, open table space and both wired and wireless
connection options, it's the perfect place to hook in and hang out!

The pulsing guitars of Fergu
son and Schiltz construct a
solid foundatio n, encapsula t
ing the distorted, throbbing
voice of Schiltz, which is
often simultane ously weak
and powerful. It is not only
the words, that grip the lis
tener, but the voice in which
they are sang.
Dig into Meet Me At The
Bottom, and you will become
entranced with a ping-pong

of sullen, lyrical melancho ly
while being ambushed with
the quiet rage of Schiltz's
voice. It is truly a sound to
behold. Their lyrics at times
lose their significan ce, as the
simple sound of his singing
is what carries each track.
If you like the Strokes,
you'll love Longwave. They
didn't form the band in
because they were too lazy
to get real jobs, or because

rockers get all the chicks.
According to them, they
formed "because it just felt
right." Coming together in
1999, Longwave credits their
influence s as Nirvana,
Springste en and U2.
Checkout The Strangest
Things, now out on BMG
music. For more information, log onto www.long
wavetheb and.com.

CD rel eas e cre ate s new fan s
Justin Ling

into the studio to start work
ing on his second album, Pig
Lib.
As the disc opens, we
In just under 50 minutes,
hear a playful continuan ce
Stephan Malkmus and the
of his last record, then a
Jicks prove that they've hit a silent transition , and finally
new high with last month's
a release of unexpecte d
release of their latest album
swinging blues-rock . Malk
Pig Lib on Matador records.
mus' departure is immedi
s the lead guitarist,
ately obvious. Doused in a
singer and songwrite r for
tub of friendly triplets and
Oregon-b ased indie
sloppy falsettos, the first
favorites, Pavement , Malk
track, "Water and a seat,"
mus' 1999 split from the
bleeds a confidenc e we've
band put him under a micro never seen from
him.
scope with an impressiv e
The disc progresse s
reputatio n to uphold. Both
almost in a storyline format
Malkmus and Pre ton School from the somber "Ramp
of
of Industry, the leftovers
Death" to the bizarre
from the rocky Pavement ,
rhyming and guitar-dri ven
landed continuin g contracts
rock of the third track and
\-\1th Matador Records.
into a memorab l "Vanessa
Departing from the signa
from Queens." This fourth
ture sound of the old band,
track is a smartly construct 
Pre ton School of Industry
ed, pristine combinat ion of
bitterly looks back at in nos Malkmus' quirky
lyrics and
talgic discomfo rt while Malk happy-go- lucky
melodies
mu elevates his Jicks into a
laced with soothing pop
realm further away from the
organ. It is definitely a
pa t.
pleasing number for fans of
In 2001, Malkmus
his more recent work.
released his first solo CD, a
Malkmus spends the rest
self-titled effort backed by
of the album delving into
his ne\ group of musicians ,
the darkness of mature rock,
the Jick . The album
revising former friends in
received good reviews, and
"Animal Midnight," clanking
while making an honest
out ear-bendi ng triplets and
effort to kirt around the
keeping it light with a light
youthful crunch that was hi
tune stuffed into a pitcher
repre entative of hi former
of accordion hum in "Craw
work, wa aligned in bright
Song."
ness and colorful sound with
The s cond to last song,
the final Pavement record,
"one percent of U ," trips
Terror Twilight. Wasting lit
into an extended and
tle time, he printed back
dynamic instrumen tal that
Staff Writer

voyages from youthful fin
ger-pickin g patter to ener
getic elevated rock and back
again. The final track, "Us,"
takes a step toward a poppy
folk rock style in a comfort
able summary of melody
that will stick in your head
all day.
Songs like "Water and a
Seat," "Vanessa from
Queens," "Craw Song" and
"Us" make this album stand
out as a catchy and most
worthy addition to the Pave
ment legacy.
Pig Lib is a soft served
Pavement , slightly wiser and
just as catchy. Smartly con
structed with mystically
chiming melodies draped in
the shadows of epic drama,
this is a disc where falsettos
faithfully follow twinkling
guitar arrangem ents out
from a rising tide of confident songwritin g. Malkmus
has proved that escaping the
past is no better than being
stuck in it with this new
album that both embraces
and escalates from his former style. Pig Lib is definitely worth a trip to the record
store.

Brough t to you by:
':YM NT OPPORTUNmES AVAILABLE
APPLY WITHIN
WAITRESS, H05fESS, AND KITCHEN POSmONS

(937) 890-0467

6851 Miller Lane
Dayton , OH 45414

~

,
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Computing and Telecommunications _Services
025 Library Annex
(937)77 5-4827
helpdesk@wright.edu
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•

Justin Ross
Staff Writer

Sophomore Tiffany Webb,
who among other things
reached 1,000 career points
this season, has decided to
leave Wright State University
and their basketball program
in search of a Christian program.
Rumors that her reason
for leaving was a strained
relationship between the
coaching staff and Webb have
been denied by both parties.
The Beavercreek High

School graduate was a shin
ing light on a dim season
where the Raiders went 1117. Webb averaged 24.1
points and scored a conference record high 49 against
rival Butler. Her scoring average was the fourth highest in
the country, earning her a
spot on the first-team, AllLeague.
Webb has told newspapers
that Wright State just wasn't
meeting her needs, and that
she was hoping a Christian
college might offer an environment where she could

develop her faith.
Webb does not deny the
presence of strain between
the staff and herself, but
does not cite that as her rea
son for leaving.
"At certain points of the
season, when we were not
winning at all, things got bad.
The maturity process just
came through. You grow
from it and you get closer in
relationship s with people
who go through the same
struggles," Webb told Dave
Lance of the Dayton Daily

19

Williams has reported that
she has no problems with
Webb and that she has spo- ·
ken to other schools on her
l:;,ehalf.
"We consider it a great
loss," said Williams.
The Raiders 11-17 record
this season was an improve
ment from the Raider's 6-21
record Webb's freshman year.
Webb was also named to the
All-Newcom er Team as a
freshman and averaged 15.8
points per game.

Tiffany Webb

News.

Ba seb all get s thi ngs tur ned aro un d
Despite a rocky
start WSU got
their act togethe r

•

Abrams had started the game
for the Raiders and had
pitched a great six innings,
allowing only three hits,
walking four, striking out
five, and giving up one run. A
bright spot for the Raiders
Trent Montgome ry
was that their bats active at
Staff Writer the plate, with Wilson and
Brown both recording two
The Raider managed to
hits.
get not only their first league
Unfortunate ly for the
win but were able to grab
Raiders they were not able to
three.
carry over the offense they
The team started off their
had against the Wildcats
week with a road trip to the
when they faced Eastern Ken
University of Kentucky for a
tucky the following night.
non-confere nce battle. The
The Raiders were shelled by a
game, which was plagued by
14 run performanc e by the
rain, \'i ·nd and bitter condi
Colonels and only managed
tions, proved to be a great
two runs for themselves in
game despite the horrible
the entire game. The only
weather.
runs the Raiders scored came
The Raiders were the first
in the second inning when
to break the scoring drought
designated hitter Bryan Vick
with a pair of runs in the
ers lead off with a solo home
third. Junior Matt Barhorst
run, and when freshman
started off the inning with a
Adam Morton was able to
double to center field. He was score on a force out.
then moved to third when
Barhorst lead the way for
sophomore Ty Brown was
the Raiders with two of the
able to get a single on a well
team's six hits. The non-con
placed bunt.
ference loss moved the
After Brown's bunt single,
Raiders record to 8-19 on the
senior Chris Tuttle grounded
season and extended the
out to second scoring
teams losing streak to six
Barbor t from third and
straight.
advancing Brown to second.
Going into the weekend
Following the ground out
series with University of Wis
freshman Justin Wilson dou
consin Milwaukee the team
bled down the right field line
was looking to change their
to score Brown and improv
recent losing trend, by bust
ing out some much need
ing the Raiders lead to two.
Unfortunate ly for the Raiders wins.
those were the last runs they
That is exactly what the
Raiders did, in the first game
would get.
the Raiders trailed through
Carrying a 2-1 lead into
the eighth sophomore reliev
out most of it but used key
hitting and great relief work
er Matt Crawford gave up
to come out on top. The Pan
three runs, giving the Wild
thers would score all four of
cats a 4-2 win. Junior Casey

•

J.P. Jung, junior
their runs in the first three
innings, but the Raiders
pitching would allow none
the remaining six innings and
only allowed three hits.
Then in the seventh fresh
man Jeff Telmanik led off
with a pinch hit double, and
then stole third on a wild
pitch. Then Morton would
single to score Telmanik and
get his second hit of the day.
Following Morton's single
senior Kofi Gyimah came up
to triple in the gap scoring
Morton and giving the
Raiders the 5-4 lead.
Abrams then came in to
pick up his first ever career
save by striking out the final
two hitters while having the
bases loaded. The win over
the Panthers marked the
teams' first horizon league
win of the season, moving
their league record to 1-4.
In the double header

played on Saturday the
Raiders got out to quite a
slow start despite the great
finish from the night before.
In the first game of the dou
ble header the Raiders were
blown out of the water in a 60 defeat to the Panthers.
In the second game the
Raiders hung tough and in
the fourth the team blew up
to get six hits and capitalized
on a couple of Milwaukee
miscues, to score four runs.
The Raiders had trailed 1-0
until that point when they
took the lead for good at 4-1.
Junior Chris Snyder went the
distance for the Raiders in
the second game improving
his record to 2-4. Snyder
allowed only five hits and
one run while striking out
six.
The series was then
wrapped up on Sunday with a
single game at Nischwitz Sta-

dium. Abrams pitched a mas
terful game to get the
Raiders the win on Sunday by
only allowing an impressive
two hits while striking out
12.
The Raiders took advan
tage of the pitching by pilling
up four runs in the shutout
win. The win brought the
Raiders to 12-20 on the sea
son and 3-5 in the league.
The Raiders were able to take
three of four of the games
played in the series this
weekend.
Hopefully the Raiders will
be able to continue their win
ning ways as they go headed
to head with Indiana for the
second time this season. Indi
ana was beaten by the
Raiders the last time around
and they would like nothing
better than to beat the
Raiders on their home turf.
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Gol f mak es late roun d com eba ck to plac e seco nd
The Raide rs look to be the favor ites
head ing into the cham pions hips
Trent Montgome ry
Staff Writer
The Wright State men's
golf team was back in action
this past weekend as they
took on a tough field at the
Bullock Intercollegiate. Held
at the local Greene Country
Club the Raiders used a fan
tastic final round to rally to a
third place finish.
In the first round of the
tournament , which started
Sunday, the Raiders came out
a bit flat shooting a com
bined team score of 300 good
enough to put them in 5th as
a team. On Monday the
Raiders began to find their
groove and started making
some shots.
The second round was a
combined team effort of 299
a stroke lower than the first,
but the Raiders weren't fin
ished. In the third and final
round the Raiders fired an
impressive 293, which cata-

pulted the team into a sec
ond place finish behind Ball
State. Ball State took home
the team honors with a com
bined three round score of
872 compared to the Raiders
892.
Leading the comeback for
the Raiders was senior John
Schones who shot rounds of
73, 76, and an all-importan t
70 in the final round of play.
Schones's combined score of
219 placed him tied for third
as an individual.
Schones was not alone
however, he was backed by
teammates senior Jesse
Hutchins and freshman Jason
Williams who coincidenta lly
shot identical score of 22 5 to
tie them for 16th overall.
Behind the tandem came
sophomore Marty Miller who
placed tied for 35th with
rounds of 79, 78 and 74 giv
ing him a three round score
of 231. Rounding out the top

five for the Raiders was
sophomore Brandon Judy
who tied for 38th with a
score of 232.
Also playing in the tourna
ment, as individuals were
sophomore Tate Prows and
freshman Rick Blair. Blair
shot outstanding rounds of
74,73 and 79 tying him for
19th individually. Prows also
shot well tying for 24th with
rounds of 77, 75 and 76.
The high point for the
Raiders had to be that they
started to show signs of
excellent play. It has been
rough start to the spring sea
son, but it looks as though
with warm weather come low
scores and it could not have
come at a better time.
ot only did the Raiders
place second but also they
managed to beat a hoard of
Horizon League opponents
including Butler, Cleveland
State, Loyola, Youngstown

·

Raiders swing into a new season.
State and Detroit Mercy.
however the Raiders will trav
The fact that they beat
el to the First Energy Colle
these teams is important
giate hosted by Kent State.
because the Raiders only
The tournament will prove to
have a few weeks until the
be the last tune up for the
all-importan t Horizon League Raiders before their season
tournament .
finale at the Country Club of
Before the championsh ip
the North.

·Jen kin s spr ints to hig h fini she s at All- Ohi o
Trent Montgome ry
Staff Writer
Despite very tough compe
tition, including the best divi
sion one teams in Ohio,
sophomore sprinter Ashlie
Jenkins managed to place in
both the 100-meters and the
200-meters. In a meet which
saw little coring from the
Raiders Jen.kins proved to be
the bright pot. The lady
Raiders only scored 10
points in the meet placing
them 12th out of 14 teams;
Ohio State took home the
women' team honors scor
ing 156.5 points in the meet.

The sprints were definitely
the strong point for the
Raiders throughout the meet.
Jenkins led the way for the
sprinters with her outstand
ing individual performanc es
in the 100 and 200. In the
100-meter da h Jenkins
grabbed an impre sive fourth
place finish with a time of
12.35 seconds. Then the
sophomore came back later
in the day to take eighth
place in th 200-meter dash
in a time of 25.35 second .
She wa not done there
though, after doing well in
both the short prints she
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Freshman, Stephanie Supan gets a start from team
mate Jenny Zeigler also a freshman.
Despite all the thick com
with a time of 60.18 seconds.
petition the Raiders did man
Then in the 400-meter hur
age some other good individ
dles freshman Stephanie
ual performanc es. For
Supan
and Kelly Bloemer
instance in the 400-meter
placed
10th and 13th respec
dash freshman Stephanie
tively,
turning
in times of
Francis got eleventh place
67.97 seconds and 70.73 s c
onds. In the 3000-meter ste plechas junior Lori Siconolfi
placed 11th in a time of 12
minutes and 48 seconds. To
round out the competition
th Raiders also had some
good performanc es in the
Todd!
field events starting ½'ith an
&Friends.
11th and 13th place finishes
ight!
in the Javelin coming from
sophomores Afton Le and
Jennif r Blackford, and in th
SaturdayLong Jump sophomore Jami
Paige placed 15th with a
am o edby
jump
of 14 fe t 9.25 inches.
Billy Coldiron
So
after
a we kend of very
Daytons Biggest & Best
intens comp tition the
Pool Table, ukebox, arcade games, ATM available
Raiders will continu their
schedule with the incinnati
3601 Ulden Ave., Dayton • 256-7695
Invitational thL corning
www.toby stavern.c om
week nd on April 19.

TOB Y' S TAV ERI I

GOOD PAY.

PROFE SSIO

anchored the Raiders 4xl00
meter relay to an eighth
place finish with a time of
49.42 seconds. So between
her n, o individual perform
ances and her relay Jenkins
helped contribute seven of
the team ' ten points.
The other three points in
the meet came from senior
Je ica Kuhr in the 5,000
met r run and from the
Raider 4x400-mete r relay
team. In the 5,000-meter run
Kuhr managed to get a 7th
place finish with a time of 18
minute and 13 seconds. Her
place grabbed the team two
points. The 4x400-mete r
relay rounded out the scoring
with an 8th place finish with
a time of four minute and
ten second .

Sof tbal l has its ups and dow ns
Matt Koehler
Sports Editor
The Wright State Universi
ty softball team had a week
of highs and lows. One game
the Raiders would struggle
the next they would mount a
roic comeback win. By the
d of the week the team
•
had won two and lost four.
The lady Raiders started
off the week with a double
header against Indiana Uni
versity-Pu rdue University
Indianapo lis (ITJPUI) at home
on Tuesday. Unfortuna tely
for the Raiders neither game
was a success. In game one
the Jaguars jumped up on
the Raiders with an 8-1 lead
going into the fifth, the
Raiders would score once
then in the fifth and twice
more in the sixth, but the
effort would not be enough
with ITJPUI taking the win 84. Sophomor e Stephanie
Salas and junior Amanda
Rutherfor d each recorded
two hits in the losing effort
and each recorded a run.
In game two the Jaguars
again jumped out to an early
lead scoring two, and carry
ing that 2-0 lead into the sevIUPUI was able to blow
~
gs open with a three run
eventh. The Raiders would
come back in the bottom of
the inning to score two runs
of their own but it was too
little too late and the Raiders
would drop their second
game of the day. The loss
moved the Raiders to a dis
mal 6-23 on the season.
Things didn't get much
better for the Raiders as the
week continued with a home
game with conferenc e oppo
nent Detroit. The Raiders
only managed three hits and
one run the entire game. As
for the Titans all three of
their runs came in the sec
ond inning as they got some
offense going and capitalize d
on a coupl of co tly Raider
errors. The Raiders first hit
didn't even come until the
fifth when freshman Brandi
Steiner singled through the
infield. The team started to
1111111&.e t some offense going late~
that inning but would snll
0nly manage one run. Senior
Kris tin Bultinck picked up
the loss despite only giving
up one earned run and strik
ing out seven. The loss
moved the teams' conferenc e
record to 1-5.
After the tough loss on
Friday at home the team
turned around to host Butler
the very next day. Fortunate
ly for the Raiders they start
ed getting some pop into
their bats. In the first game

..r.t~

W

Baseball:
16 Wednesday at Bowling Green 3:00
18 Friday UIC 6:30
19 Saturday UIC (DH) Noon
20 Sunday UIC Noon
22 Tuesday BOWLING GREEN 6:30

Softball:
16 Wednesday at Detroit (DH) 2:30
19 Saturday at Loyola (DH) 2:00
20 Sunday at Loyola Noon

The Raiders' baseball season is in full swing.
of the double header the
Raiders pounded out 3 runs
in the first inning. The team
would then go onto extend
their lead to four when junior Becky Babin hit a two out
single to left which scored
junior Amy Price. Butler
would come back to score
twice in the fourth, but that
would be all and the Raiders
would go on to win the game
4-2. Breaking their losing
streak and picking up their
second conferenc e win. Bultinck pitched a great game
only allowing four hits and
striking out six.
In the second game
though the Bulldogs jumped
out to an early 2-0 lead in the
first and then added to more
in the third to make it 4-0.
Butler would then open
things up with three in the
fourth making the score 7-1.
The Raiders would battle
back with three runs of their
own in the sixth but it would
be too little, too late as the
team fell 7-4. Steiner and
freshman Lauren Boggs both
recorded two hits in the second game of the double
header to lead the Raiders at
the plate.
On Sunday the Raiders
had another hard fought
game with the Bulldogs leading throughou t most of the
game. The Bulldogs came out
and scored the first two runs
of the game in the first
inning putting them up 2-0.
The Raiders would score

again in the fifth making the
game 3-0 in favor of the Bulldogs. Wright State still had
some fight in them though
and mounted a terrific comeback in the final two innings.
In the fifth the Raiders managed two runs. Erin Hanlon
reached base on an error and
was then moved to second
on a groundou t, after that
Price got on base with a walk
and the stage was set for
Salas who hit a single to right
which scored Hanlon and
advanced Price to third. With
Price on third the team executed a perfect double steal
and got their second run of
the inning, pulling the score
to 2-3 heading into the sixth.
When the Raiders held off
the Bulldogs at bat it was
time for them to complete
the comeback and that is
exactly what they did scoring
two runs both coming with
two outs. Bultinck was
awarded the win as she got
eleven strikeouts , giving up
eight hits, and walking three.
The win moved the Raiders
to 8-2 5 overall and 3-6 in the
league.
Next up for the Raiders
will be a double header
against conferenc e opponent
Detroit. The game will be at
Detroit at 2:30. The lady
Raiders will definitely be
looking to carry some of the
good play they have been
having into the week to pick
up some much needed conf erence wins.
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Games start at 7pm: Thursdays and Fridays
Looking for something different to do on Thursday and Friday nights?
How about Bingo?
Over $30,000 paid out nighly on Bingo and Instants
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Track:
19 Satur:day Cincinnati Invitational

Golf:
18-19 Fri.-Sat. First Energy
Intercollegiate 54 holes
(Ravenna, OHKent State host)

Men's Tennis:
18 Friday at Butler 4:00
19 Saturday UIC 10:00 at
UW-Green Bay 5:00

Women 's Tennis:
19 Saturday UW-Milwaukee 11 :00 at
Butler 6:00
21 at West Virginia 2:30
~?i-

HOmB Gity ICB
aJ:,f

Check Us Out !!
www.home cityice.com
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HomB Gity ICB
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Grea t Job Oppo rtunit ies!!
Hiring Studf!nts Port•Time NOW and Full- Tim~ During Summer & Br 4ks

Flexible Hours & GREAT eA:t I I
We offer 10-40+ hours/ week
Route Delivery & Packagin g Position s

$6.50 - $12.0 0+ /Hou r

800 -28 3-5 511
Just Minute s from Campu s!!
We Also Have Facilities Througho ut the Midwest

Schedule an Interview A.S.A.P. Bring a Friend !
Routt Delivery ·
gr« rs:w. rdi,,i;job opportunity tor m ti\·at.:d indi idu Is. Tuts
comrni · ·ion b ·ed position otlcrs high <!am.in.g potential for responsible individual not

intimidated by hard worlc and phy ical lining, No selling imolvcd. just crvicing our
established t."l.lstomar rout~s.. We oft..' T Full/ PT positions with tlcxibl<) hours. E p.arfoni;-., not
ne ·~. ary, will train. CDL liccn..~ no requin:d but helpful. A tJ.UOd drivin rcconl i:
r~qofr.xi . Must comply \\ith C()mpany g,r0<>ming t uniform policies. We ls.."1 require
t ·cckend availability and dcp~-ndable transportation

Pa~kagiug -1rus position is hourly based for r ponsible, dependable individu J with
llcxibility in ~hoouling of hours. W .! otta Full / PT position.,; availabl on thrc.:, eight hour
dail. ~hub. Priority g..iv"'Jl l<.l l"J aud 3' 4 $hift pplic.ants. ·o.:: ·pcri.;flc~ new,· ry,, ·ill tr, in.
pol':ition Nq\JlNS titling. k~pmg up '"'llh 3Ulomttted m chinery and depcndahle

tnmi.-portalmn.

Vi it Our Webfite for Jub Informatio n!!

www .hom ecityi ce.co m
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Raider Profile

Classifieds

Kevin Teufel
Year/Position/Sport:

Tennis
Hometown:

Princeton
Birthday: 4-6-83
Major/Minor:
Finance/Economics
Nickname: Teuf-leeeeee
Why you chose WSU:
Business school and Tennis
Favorite sport other than Ten
nis: Basketball
Favorite player in your sport:
Pete Sampras
Favorite athlete:
Michael Jordan
Favorite sports team:
Cincinnati Reds

Unlimited long distance
within the USA and local
calling with up to 10 call
ing features from your
home phone for $49.95 a
month. 937-298-3985.

Babysitter needed for 7
year old in my house in
Dayton. Non-smoker
please. Hours vary each
week. References needed.
Please call 277-5325.

Abortions thru 24
weeks. Free pregnancy
test. 1401 Stroop Rd. 2933917. www.womensmed
center.com.

$14.15 base-appt. guaran
teed starting pay.
Fun work environment
with other students. 10-40
hours/week around class
es/other job. Co-ops/
Scholarships awarded, con
ditions exist. Customer
service/sales, no telemar
keting, no door-to-door
sales. No experience neces
sary, we train. Must have
positive attitude and good
people skills.
www.workforstudents.com
Call Monday-Friday, 9-5,
93 7-436-3 580

HUMAN CLUB: You have
been a member since you
took your first breath.
How you participate is
what will give life mean
ing. www.humanclub.org

Favorite actor: Michael Myers
Favorite movie: Dirty Work
Favorite TV show:
The Simpsons
Favorite musician: Tom Petty
Favorite song: "Won't Back
Down"- Tom Petty
Favorite food: Pizza

theguaftlian

Favorite drink: Milk
Favorite ice cream flavor:
Cookies and Cream
Best book you;ve read: Bible
Most memorable moment in
your sport:
Winning the State District
Championships

Babysitter wanted: morn
ing or afternoon, 8-12
hrs/wk in Centervile to
care for 3 children. Great
pay and summer work
available. Please call 8860684

Most embarrassing moment
in your sport: Tearing my
shorts while playing
Part of your game that needs
improvement: Volleys
Best part of your game: Serve
Lifetime goals/dreams:
Become a CEO of a company
Where do you see yourself in
ten years: With a wife, living
happily ever after

DP&L -Join our Meter
Reading Team. DP&L has
part time opportunities
for meter readers in all of
our Dayton Service Opera
tions. In this position
you will earn: A competi
tive wage, Incentive
bonuses, Flexible schedul
ing, Uniforms at no cost,
Mileage reimbursement.
For more information,
please call 1-800-7774427.

Your desigH or mine!

BODY PIERCING
AND JEWELRY
HEALTH DEPARTrvlENT
LICENSED
115 GLEN ST. YELLOW SPRINGS

Playful Babysitter wanted
for toddler, my home, part
time/ days. Also seeking
responsible person for
yardwork and general
handyman chores. Non
smokers preferred. Con
tact 376-3030 or
aling3@aol.com

Work on the BEACH in
Ocean City, MD or Wild
wood, NJ at "THE
WORLD'S GREATEST SUM
MER JOB" .Earn up to
$10,000.00 for the season!
Stay in shape and get a
tan! Telescope
Pictures/Shoretown Studio
NEEDS energetic, competi
tive, fun, highly motivate.ct,
athletic, outgoing, team
oriented people. No experi
ence necessary!!! Housing
Available. For more infor
mation visit our website
and APPLY ON-LINE
www.beachtownstudio.com
for Ocean City, MD
www.shoretownstudio.com
for Wildwood, NJ or call
1.800.652.8501. E.O.E
Bartender Trainees
Needed. $250 a day
potential. Local positions.
1-800-293-3985 ext. 298
Your First Job - Former VP
of Sales in Centerville
writes Resumes. A resume
is an advertisement. The
interview is a cold call.
This is a side interest, so
cost is low. Advice is real
world. To learn more, call
428-5098 or email,
mbndkr@aol.com

$16/hr-Personal Care
Attendent needed ASAP!
Mornings, 6am-8am M-W,
9am-llam T-TH, 9am F,
some evenings and week
ends when your schedule
permits. Want a female,
no experience neccessary-1
will train. No lifting
required, light housework.
2 work references and 1
personal. Only serious
inquiries please. 8 795704-leave name & phone.
Earn $2000 Become an egg
donor. Healthy females
21-30. Call Llsa at 513831-9207
Buying or selling some
thing? Buy a classified ad
from The Guardian. Call
775-5537.

WANTED: Customers for
Great Coffee, Ice Coffees
Smoothies, Chai Tea & •
Deserts. Excellent Bene
fits; Good Prices, Warm
Atmosphere. Apply at the
GYPSY CAMP COFFEE
HOUSE Honors Hall Retail
Center Rm. S-210 above
the C-Store, www.gypsy
camp.com for details. M-F
10am- 10pm, Sun l 2pm10pm • 775-3170

Belmont (Dayton) 10 min.
from WSU/WPAFB.
$475/mo. (Heat, Water &
Trash removal included).
A/C, Laundry. Two bed
room apt. avail. NOW!
(Move in special $99.) call
609-6622

---------4 bdrm, 2 baths, 1778

square feet, brand new
kitchen w/all appls.,
Whirlpool bath, gas fire
place, bsmt., garage, priva
cy fence. 63 W. Hudson
Ave. Only $79,900. 937416-7916 OR minutes
from WSU 3 bdrm 1 1/2
baths, 1292 square feet,
brand new kitchen w/all
appls., Whirpool bath, 2
car gar., bsmt., privacy
fence, fireplace, 31 S. Del
mar Ave. Only $79,000
937-416-7916
Are you in a band and
are looking for instru
ments or new band mem
bers? Buy a classified ad
from The Guardian. Call
775-5537.
~

Earn S1w000 - S2,.000
for your stu ent

Group in just 9 hours.
College fundra1s1ng made Simple, Safe and Free.

Multiple fundraising opions available. No
carwashes. No raffles. Just success!
Fundraising dates are filling quickly. Get
with the programs that work!

campus
four 1ru.11ecl 'mm:e Jm· C<>il'Rr F1mdroim1R
888-923-3238 • www campusfundra,ser com
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To bett er
you,
you can now ord er
you r parking perm it
on ROX!
Che ck it out!

rox.wright.edu

Reasons TNhy W$U PHARMAC'lfs· the OffL'\q5 harmacy You'll ·Ever Need: -:
• We stock many of the popular over-the-counter remedies, usually in their
generic forms.
•We receive daily orders, so ordering medical supplies and medications for
you if you need us to do so is very easy. We can order a wide range of
medical supplies, such as bathroom safey, braces and supports, cervical
support, diabetes care, hosiery, incontinence urologicals, ostomy,wound
management, and other areas as well.
•We give a 1O percent discount to WSU students.
•We accept checks, MasterCard, VISA, and Discover cards.
•The average wait for your perscription is under 1O minutes and often
5 minutes.
•We now accept the Wright One Card - with Flex dollars.
•We accept virtually any health plan from anywhere in the United States

· Hours
Mo nda y - Frid ay
9:0 0am - 5:30 pm ·

Also loca ted in Fred White:
INTERNAL MEDICINE/ PEDIATRICS: X4580
(SECOND FLOOR)
MOST MAJOR HEALTH INSURANCES ARE ACCEPTED.

•

Student Health: x2552
{1st Floor Fred White)

Call us at Et 3414 to discu_ss transf~rming exi~ting pre
scriptions or what informa~1on we will neea to file an
electronic claim with your insurance.

Wendy McGonical, Nurse Practitioner
Rose Fagan, Nurse Practitioner

www .wrig ht.ed u/adm in/fre dwhi te/ph arma cy/
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